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ABSTRACT 
This work is a continuation of [7]. In that paper, a sufficient condition was given on a real analytic 
fmlction g defined near 0 in C so that the algebra generated by z ~ and g2 is dense in the space of 
continuous functions on D for all disks D close enough to the origin in C. By using the same methods 
and some ideas taken from the first named author's thesis we deal with the case where g is only of class 
C 1 near 0. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be a small closed disk in the complex plane, centered at the origin and g 
be a C 1 function on D which behaves like ~ near the origin. By [z 2, g2; D], we 
denote the function algebra consisting of uniform limits on D of all polynomials 
in z 2 and g2. In this paper, we are interested in finding conditions to ensure 
that [z 2, g:; D] = C(D). Using polynomial convexity theory, it can be shown that 
[z2, g2; D] ¢ C(D) for some choices of g (see [10,11]), while for other choices 
of g we have [z 2, g2; D] C(D) (see [7,9,11]). In this paper we give a new class 
of functions g defined near the origin in C which are not necessarily real analytic 
such that [z 2, g2; D] C(D) for all small disks D. Another novelty in our work 
is that we allow the lowest order terms of g (z) g to be a generalized polynomial 
in z and ~. Here by a generalized polynomial we mean a finite linear combination 
of monomials zing ~, where m, n are integers and m + n ~> 0. Notice that z or z may 
have negative powers (but not both). 
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Since polynomial convexity plays a crucial role in our approach, we recall that 
for a given compact K in C ~, by K we denote the polynomially convex hull of K 
i .e., 
{z ~ C~: Ip(z)l ~< IIpIIK for every polynomial p on C~}. 
We say that K is polynomially convex if ~" K. 
It may be useful to describe the general scheme in proving [z 2, g2; D] C (D) for 
"rightly" chosen g. Roughly speaking we consider the set Jf which is the inverse 
of X := {(z 2, g2): z c D} under the map (z, vJ) ~+ (z 2, vJ2). Then Jf is the union of 
totally real graphs (in C 2) over D, If we could prove that 2 is polynomially convex 
then using some known results about approximation on totally real manifolds, it 
is possible to conclude that every continuous function on J~ is the uniform limit 
of a sequence of polynomials. As 2 transforms nicely to X, it is easy to see 
that the same conclusion holds for X. Now it remains to decide the polynomial 
convexity of 2. By a known result of Wermer (see Theorem 14.3 in [1]), J~ is the 
union of polynomially convex sets in C 2 if D is small enough. To show that J~ is 
polynomially convex an appropriate ool is Kallin's lemma (see [4,11]): Suppose X1 
and X2 are polynomially convex subsets of C ~, suppose there is polynomial p 
mapping X1 and Xz into two polynomially convex subsets' gl and Y2 of the complex 
plane such that 0 is a boundary point of both Y1 and Y2 and with Y1 ~ Y2 (0}. If 
p 1(0) ~ (X1 UX2) ispolynomially convex, then X1 U X2 ispolynomially convex. 
In particular, if p(X~) and p(X2) are contained in disjoint half planes (except 
for the origin), and if p-~ (0) N (X1 U Xz) is polynomially convex, then X~ U X2 is 
polynomially convex. We will use this observation i the next section. 
Out" work follows the lines of [7], however we meet some technical difficulties 
since g is assumed to be only of class C 1 near 0 and the lowest order term of g 
may be a generalized homogeneous polynomial. We overcome these obstacles by 
invoking methods given in the first named author's thesis (see Proposition 2.1 
in [5], Proposition 3.6 and Lemma 3.8 in [6]). Among other ingredients, we use 
the following approximation theorem of Henkin (see Theorem 3.5.1 in [2]): Let K 
be a compact subset of C ~ defined by K {p <~ 0}, where p is a C 2 smooth strictly 
plurisubharmonic function on a neighborhood of K. If f is a function continuous 
on K, holomorphic on the interior {p < 0} of K, then f can be approximated 
uniformly on K by functions" holomorphic on neighborhoods" of K. It should be 
remarked that neither smoothness of OK nor connectedness of the interior of K is 
assumed. 
For an extensive survey on Kallin's lemma and its applications we refer the 
readers to [11], for basic material on polynomial convexity and several complex 
variables the readers may consult [1] and [3]. 
2. RESULTS 
We will use the notation C 1 ((0}) for the class of C 1 functions defined near 0 ~ C 
and vanishing at 0. 
The main result of the paper is the following. 
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Theorem 2.1. Let m, p >~ 1 be integers with m < p and rn, p are odd Let f l ,  f2 
and f3 be generalized polynomials defined by 
{~akz ' -~g ~, z¢0 ,  f l ( z )  0, z = 0, 
{~ bk Z p-k ~/: Z 7 ~ 0, 
f2(z) 0, Z = 0, 
{ .... i+j<pCiJ z'ga' Z ~= O, f3(z) 0, Z = 0. 
Assume that there exists" 1< m/2 such that 
~lak l  < lull, 
k #l 
Re(albj) > [az l (~ lbk[ )  
where j = (p m + 2l)/2. Let g = f~ + f2 + f3 + ~o where ~o c C~({0}) such that 
~o(z) o(Izlp). Then the functions g2 and ~2(1 + g(g))2 separate points near O. 
Moreoveg [z 2, g2(1 + g(z))2; D] C(D) for sufficiently small disks D. 
Remarks. 1. Since f l ,  f2, f3 are generalized polynomials, each of them consists 
of a finite number of monomials. 
2. The main theorem of [7] is obtained via the proof of Theorem 2.1, see the 
proof o f Lemma 2.5. 
The proof of this theorem requires some auxiliary facts. We first start with the 
following result which is analogous to Proposition 2.1 in [5]. 
Proposition 2.2. Let m, p ) 1 be integers" such that m p is even. Define f l  and 
f2 as" in the theorem. Assume that there is I < m/2 such that 
(1) ~lakl < Jail, 
k #l 
Re(albj) <- - [a l l (Z lbk[  ) 
"kCj 
where j = (p m + 21)/2. Let cpl, cp2 c C ~ ({0}) such that ~ol (z) = o(I zl "+~), ~o2(z) = 
o(I zl p+l), Then for every D small enough, the set M1 U M2 is polynomially convex, 
where 
M1 {(g,~--~fl(g)q-~Ol(Z)): z~D}, M2 {(g,~--~f2(g)q-~o2(z)): z~D}. 
Proof. For D small enough, by the above mentioned theorem of Wermer, M1, M2 
are polynomially convex. Set 
p(z ,w)  . ~ 2l -*azz + ialwm 2l, 
Now we claim that for D small enough F(M1) (resp. F(M2)) is contained in the 
upper (resp. lower) half plane. Indeed, first we have 
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Inl/3(Z,Z-~-Zfl(Z)--q)I(Z)) (lT,_21) inl(idl~m 2Zfx(z)) +o( iz l2~ 2z) 
2, (lo l -io l + o0 l ~> 
\ k#l / 
It follows from (1) that p (M1) is contained in the upper half  plane and p (M~) rl R = 
{0} for all D small enough. Next 
Imp(z ,  5 + zf2(z) + q92(£)) (/7t -- 21)Im(idzSm-2zf2(z)) + o(Izl m-~+p) 
~<(,n 2 / ) (Ue(azb j )+ la~l~lbk l ) l z l  2p 2i 
+ o(Izl 2p 2J). 
Again we deduce fi'om (1) that for D sufficiently small p(M2) is contained in the 
lower half plane and p(M2) A R {0}. Putting all this together we see that the claim 
is valid. It is also clear that p 1(0) ~ (M1 U M2) {0}. Using Kallin's lemma we 
conclude that M1 U M2 is polynomially convex if D small enough. The proof  is 
finished. 
For r > 0, let Or be the function 
0, x < r2/2, 
Or (X) = 
r2/2) 3 , r2/2. 
Then Or is a C z smooth increasing convex function, For r > 0 we set 
1 fr(Z, tU) ItO-- ZI2-- ~ ~e(ZtU) + Or(l£12 + ltUI2). 
Define for each r > 0 the following sets 
Dr = {(Z,w): f r ( z ,w)~0};  
{ 2lz, 5;11 D~ (z, w): Izl < r, ~ < I~vl < ; 
{ } D~ = (z, v3): Izl < r, f f  < Iwl < 31zl •
The next lemma describes the main relationships between these sets. 
Lemma 2.3. For r > 0 small enough we have 
(a) Dr c D~U{(O,O)}c D~ O{(O,O)}. 
(b) D,. is polynomially convex. 
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Proof. (a) First we have 
5 
It(z, w)>/ 10212+ 17.12- ~ Re(zw) 
(1 )  
> Iwl 2 ~lzwl + Izl 2= (Iwl 21zl) Iwl ~lzl • 
This implies that 
Now assume that there is some point (zo, wo) c Dr such that Izol ~> r. Then we have 
0,-(IzoI2+ Iwol 2) = ~ Izol + Iwol 2 
5 2 1 2 
16r4 (Izol + I. ol2) > 4r4(Izol + I. ol2) 
>41 (izol2 + 1,3012 ) 
It implies that 
5 2 1 2 f,-(zo,.~o) > Izol 2 + Iwol 2 ~(Izol + Iwol 2) + ~(Izol + 1.3ol 2) = 0. 
A contradiction. Thus Dr C D~ U {(0, 0)}. The other inclusion is trivial. 
(b) Observe that the function f,. is C 2 smooth, slrictly plurisubharmonic on C 2. 
Applying Theorem 4.3.4 in [3] we conclude that Dr is polynomially convex. 
Remarks.  (1) It can be shown that Dr is the closure of its interior, but we do not 
need this fact. 
(2) The set D~ is not polynomially convex for any r. Indeed, it always includes 
the torus {(z, w): Izl Iwl r/2} and the polynomial convex hull of the latter set 
contains a neighborhood of the origin. 
Let 
F(z, w) = /__, zm-%3 k+ Z Cij7 ° , 
m<i+j<p 
qJ(z, w)= (z, w(1 + F(z, w))). 
Lemma 2.4. For r > 0 small enough the equation ~P(z ~, v / )  = (z, w) has a unique 
root in D~ for all (z, w) c D~. Further w ~ depends holomorphically on (z, w). 
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It is clear that qJ and F are holomorphic on CZ\{(z, w): zw 0}. We need the 
following elementary fact. 
Proof. First we show that for all r small enough, for any point (z, w) ~ D~ the 
equation 
lsf(1 + F(z, vf)) = w 
has only one root in the annulus A {we: 1~1/3 < Iwel < 31~1}. To see this, we 
rewrite the equation in the form vJ w = u/F(z,  u/). If r is sufficiently small 
then for u~ c OA we have 
Ira' - wl > I1~ > Ire'f(=, w') I. 
By Rouch~'s theorem we have that, for r > 0 sufficiently small the equation 
qa(z e, w') (z, w) has a unique root in D~ for all (z, w) ~ D~. On other hand, by 
the Cauchy integral formula we deduce that vf depends continuously on (z, w). 
Therefore w ~ is a holomorphic fi.mction of (z, w) on D~. This completes the proof. 
Fix r > 0 such that the conclusion of Lemma 2.4 holds. Let 
X1 {(z, ~(1 + g(z))): z ~ D}, X2 {(z, g(1 + g(-z))) :  z ~ D} 
be small disks. For (z, w) c X1 we have 
,,,> I=g<=) l  - + Or (3lzl 2) ~< O, 
if D is small enough. Similarly we have fr ~< 0 on 272 if D is sufficiently small. It 
implies that X1 U X2 c Dr for such D, so by Lemma 2.3 (b) (X1 U X2) A c Dr. 
Lemma 2.5. There exist functions q)l, ~o: c C 1 ({0}) sllch that ~ol(z) = o(Izl~+l), 
e2(z) o(1~1 p+I) and for all D sufficiently small 
/11 D~n/'ij-l(Xl) {(g.,z.--~.f2(g.)--g02(z)); EED}, 
Z2:=D~NtP 1(X2)= {(~.,z. 2~.fl(~.) @(pl(Zo)): ~.cD}. 
Further X1 U X2 is polynomially convex if D is small enough. 
Proof. First we write 
F(z, wl) F(z,w:) = (wl wz)R(z, wl,w:), 
where R consists of terms of orders ~> m - 1. Next we compute Z1 and Z2. For Z2, 
observe that for (z, w) ~ Z2 we have 
Thus 
(z ,w( l+F(z ,w) ) )=(z ,~( l+g(z ) ) ) .  
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Let S be the unit sphere in C2. Consider F on S~ : S A {(z, w): I~l~<lwl~<31zl}. 
Since the terms in F are monomials of  degree ~> m, we may extend each of them to 
a C 1 function on N. Now extend each new function homogeneously to a C ~ function 
on C 2, then summing up we get a new function/~ on C 2 satisfying/~ = F on the 
cone {(z, w): I~ ~< Iwl ~< 31zl}. Observe that wF(z, w) is homogeneous of  class 
m + 1 ~> 2, so is at least C 1 smooth on C 2, Now we may rewrite (5) as 
(6) ~( l+P(z ,~) )=~( l+g(z ) ) ,  V (z ,~)~Z: .  
By the inverse function theorem, Z2 can be written as a graph {(z, G(z)): z c D} 
where G c C 1 ({0}). It follows from (6) that the first order term in G(z) is equal to g. 
Thus G(z) ~ + h(z) where h ~ C 1({0}), Our goal is to find the lowest order terms 
in h (z). Inserting into (5) we obtain 
h(z)+~(F(z,~+h(z)) F(z,~))+h(z)F(z,~+h(z))=~(g( z) F(z,~)). 
Since m is odd we have g( z) F (z ,~)= 2fl(z)+o(]z]').Thus 
h(z) + ~h(z)R(z, g+ h(z), ~) + h(z)F(z, ~ + h(z)) = 2~fl(z) + o(]z]m+l). 
This implies that 
h(g) -2z f l ( z )  + ~Pl (g) 
where ~o~ c C1({0}) and satisfies ~ol (z) = o(Izl'+l). The desired expression of  Z2 
now follows. For Z1 we proceed similarly. We have 
By writing Z1 = {(z, 5 (z)): z c D}, we see that G(z) = ~ + h (z) where ,~ c C 1 ({0}). 
Further 
f,(z) + ~(r(z, ~ + f,(z)) F(z, ~)) + f,(z)F(z, ~ + f,(z)) = ~(g(z) r(z, ~)). 
Notice that g(z) - F(z, g) f2(z) + o(IzlP), so 
/t(g) 5f2(g) + q)2(g) 
where ~ ~ CI({0}) and satisfies ~o2(z) o(IzlP+l). This proves the desired ex- 
pression of  Z1. It remains to show that X1 U X2 is polynomially convex if D is 
small enough. To this end, we first apply Proposition 2.2 to find that Z1 U Z2 is 
polynomially convex if the disk D is sufficiently small. Next we show that X1 U X2 
is polynomially convex for such a disk D. Suppose otherwise, then there exists 
c~ c (X1 U X2) A \ (X~ U X2). Then, from Lemma 2.4 and the following inclusions 
(Z~ U Z2)/' = Z~ U Z2 C D~ U {(0,0)} 
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and 
(X1 U X:)A C Dr C D~ U {(0,0)} 
we deduce that there exists a unique fi • D~\(Z1 U Z2) such that qa(fi) c~. As 
/3 ¢ Z~ U Z2 we can find a polynomial P such that P(/3) = 1 and IlPllzluz2 < 1/2. 
By Lemma 2.4 we have the map qj-1 ." D2r > Dsr is holomorphic on D~. The proof 
of the lemma also implies that 
lira qj 1 (Z, W) = (0, 0). 
(z,w)~©,O) 
Therefore, by Lemma 2.3 (a) vp-~ is holomorphic on the interior of D,. and contin- 
uous on D,.. Applying Theorem 3.5.1 in [2] we see that vp-1 can be approximated 
uniformly on Dr by holomorphic maps on neighborhoods of Dr. Combining this 
with the Oka-Weil  theorem (see Theorem 7.3 in [1] or Theorem 2.7.7 in [3]) gives a 
sequence {Q,~} of polynomial maps in C 2 that approximates qj-1 uniformly on D,,. 
It implies that 
SO 
while 
lim Q~ (cO q) 1 ((/) fi 
n~CX) 
lira (P o Q,~)(ae) = 1 
n~CX) 
l ira l ip o Q~llxlux~ lip o ¢ -~ I lxlux~ IlPl lzlUZ~ < 1/Z  
/'L --~" QQ 
It follows that 
](p o G~)(~r)[ > l ip o G~llxlux~ 
with n large enough. This contradicts with c~ • (Xl U X2)/'. Thus Xl U X2 is 
polynomially convex if D is chosen small enough. 
Proof  of Theorem 2.1. First we check that ~2 and 22(1 + g(z)) 2 separate points 
near 0. Clearly points a and b with a # b are separated by z 2. Now assume that 
~2(1 + g(z)) 2 takes the same value at a and a for some a # 0. It follows that 
g(a) g(-a) .  As m, p are odd, we have 
Zakam_k[lk _-- f3 (a )  + co(a)  f3(a) 99(a) 2f2(a) 
2 
Dividing both sides by a '~ l J  we obtain 
al k K-~ fs ( -a )  + ~o(-a) - fs (a) - ~p(-a) - 2f2(a) 
a l  + Z_., ak al -k  2am- I  a l 
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By the inequality on the coefficients and the fact that ~o(z) o (Izi p), we arrive at a 
contradiction if we choose the disk D sufficiently small. Now we consider for small 
disks D the set J~ which is the inverse ofX = {(z:, g:(1 + g(z))2): z c D} under the 
map (z, w) ~+ (z:, w:). We have 2 = X1 O X2 O X3 O X4 where 
X1 {(z, g(1 + g(z))): z ~ D}; 
X2 {( -z , -~( l+g(z) ) ) :  z~D} {(z,g( l+g(-z))) :  z~D}; 
X3 {(-z, g(1 + g(z))): z~D};  
X4= {(yo, ~(1 @g(z))): ~ c D} = {( yo,~(] @g( ~))): ~ c D}. 
By Lemma 2.5, X1 U X2 is polynomially convex with D small enough. We have 
X 3 O X 4 is the inverse of X1 U X2 under the map (z, w) ~+ ( -z ,  w). So X3 U X 4 is 
also polynomially convex. 
Now we consider the polynomial q(z, w) = ere. Then q maps X1 U X: to an 
angular sector situated near the positive real axis, while p maps X3 U X4 to such 
sector situated near the negative real axis. The sectors only meet at the origin. 
Applying Kallin's lemma we get 2 X 1 U X 2 U X 3 U X 4 is polynomially convex. 
Furthermore, notice that J~ \ {0} is totally real (locally contained in a totally 
real manifold), by an approximation theorem in [8] we get that every continuous 
function on 2 can be uniformly approximated by polynomials. By a well known 
result (see [11, p. 7]) we see that the same is true for X, which is equivalent to the 
fact that our algebra equals C(D). 
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